
What I learnt from Web-failure
(an e-book with 5 themes)

Written by Kristin Savage

These words come from a series of blog posts titled: What I learnt from
web-failure. They can be viewed (including links) at kristinsavage.com

Background Information: Availabuild is a website for tradesmen and their clients. It is a Web 2.0
concept which enables tradesmen to show their business details and SCHEDULE to the public.

#1 If it’s oil, avoid water
Just as oil and water don’t mix, certain combinations of customers and products don’t mix.
The vast majority of tradesmen don’t use the web/dislike computers/would rather write things on
paper, etc. Therefore, it was always going to be a huge mission to convince them to publish their
schedule/distressed inventory online.

This was one of the hardest things about getting Availabuild off the ground. Being met with a brick wall
at the start of the sales process was super difficult. Trying to sell a product is one thing, debating
philosphy at the first sentence is quite another.

It taught me that when you try to get a Web 2.0 product off the ground, at the core it almost has to be
2nd nature to the user. e.g. facebook for socialites most everyone, trademe for bargain
hunters, fishpond for bookworms etc. Hence, out of Availabuild, a product was developed to a certain
extent enabling tradesmen to use their beloved cellphones to price jobs on the go, given they’re
always on the things.
Keep it oil OR water.

#2 Advice on advice

Advice for the start-up founder is both a blessing and a curse.
At times I’d have conflicting pieces of advice from people who I respected and who were more than
qualified to give it. At one stage I felt like I was being torn in all directions.

At this stage I learnt there’s a point where you need to just back your own instincts and make a call.
Sure, listen to the advice, process it, but in the end, own the decision yourself. You’ll have the
information and know the problem more intimately.

Take the advice into account, but ultimately make the call yourself.

#3 Customers problem or your problem?

http://www.availabuild.co.nz/
http://answers.yahoo.com/question/index?qid=20080222185936AAgbSYI
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Web_2.0
http://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=705363295&ref=name
http://www.trademe.co.nz/
http://www.fishpond.co.nz/


When you’re coming up with an idea for a web application or start-up and you’re ready to take on the
world, take one step back and ask yourself this…

Am I solving a problem for the customer or for myself?

If it is a problem you’re solving for yourself, make sure you’re part of the target market (target market
in this case meaning the intended customer you will ask to pay).
Availabuild was about helping tradesmen and their clients interact better through a shared knowledge
of the tradesperson’s schedule/availability. Trouble was, the customer (in terms of paying subscribers)
was the tradesperson. At the time tradespeople didn’t have a problem. They had plenty of work. It was
the person needing a house built (concidentally me at the time) that had the most pain. Free
alternatives for the general public meant it was not an option for Availabuild to charge the general
public for the service. It’s that chicken and egg scenario with Web 2.0 and the fact that there are two
types of users. You need both sides to make it work but have to make sure you’re charging the one
with the most pain. I’d recommend doing so, because they are the true market.

In the words of Marc Andreessen from this fabulous post;

“…you can have the best product in the world and an absolutely killer team, and it
doesn’t matter – you’re going to fail. You’ll break your pick for years trying to find
customers who don’t exist for your marvelous product, and your wonderful team will
eventually get demoralized and quit, and your startup will die.”

Be sure not to simply create a blissful product that will be great only for the party not paying. We
made this mistake. Tradespeople didn’t have enough of a problem to want to pay for our product as
much as we’d have hoped.

It’s cool though, because nothing can stop you trying something else.

#4 Great idealism
Idealism as defined on Wikipedia:

“The property of a person of having high ideals that are usually unrealizable or at odds
with practical life.”

Be on your guard against idealism in Web 2.0. There are a bunch of scenarios or ideas that in theory
would turn the world upside down, but in practise might not fly.

Availabuild is an idealistic concept. It works great in theory but when all the intricacies of the trade
industry are added, it becomes severely hampered as a workable tool.

Some reasons why a web business idea could be too idealistic:

• too formal to work

http://www.paulgraham.com/ideas.html
http://www.paulgraham.com/start.html
http://www.availabuild.co.nz/
http://tvnz.co.nz/view/page/425823/659986
http://answers.yahoo.com/question/index?qid=20070809195732AAHoeFz
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Marc_Andreessen
http://blog.pmarca.com/2007/06/the-pmarca-gu-2.html
http://blog.pmarca.com/2007/06/the-pmarca-gu-2.html
http://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/idealism
http://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/ideal
http://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/unrealizable
http://www.availabuild.co.nz/


• too far removed from common industry behaviours

• more innovative than necessary

Those reasons using Availabuild as an example:

1. Too formal: Tradespeople’s schedules are very liquid. In one sense Availabuild hoped to help
in this area because it enabled tradespeople to communicate this unexpected shift in
availability. The reality was however that the computer is not the first thing the tradesman
goes for once they’ve had a situation change. The first thing they’ll go to is their mobile
phone [or a long suffering client who has been put down the list until the tradesman had a
couple of weather induced spare days].

2. Too far removed from industry behaviours: Builders etc don’t really use computers. A
plumber friend of mine once commented ‘that tradesmen are on the tools all day, and so
when they get home the last thing they’re thinking of doing is getting on their computers and
going online’.

3. More innovative than necessary: There’s actually some funky technology under the hood of
Availabuild and the editable diary system is something we are quite proud of…

Funnily enough, a few months into Availabuild we realised that alot of the tradesmen
that had registered simply wanted a place on the web that had their business name and
contact details. As time went on we were marketing Availabuild as a web presence with
the diary system as an optional feature. It was surprising how many google searches for
trade businesses failed to return a result even for their phone number. This became the
value proposition: If someone google’s your business and you’re not anywhere online
the potential client may never make contact. Of course there were other issues at work
like tradesmen not actually wanting any more work. The main point however, was that a
feature rich/innovative product wasn’t the necessity.

Final thought:

I remember doing a sales presentation at a MasterTrade breakfast. I spoke with a plumber whose
response was something like…

http://kristinsavage.files.wordpress.com/2008/11/diary.jpg
http://builderscrack.co.nz/press.php
http://www.mastertrade.co.nz/


“there are too many tools developed for no benefit that simply create more work for us”

At the time I didn’t agree for obvious reasons, but now I understand where he was coming from.

#5 Seek validation not encouragement
Alot is said about market research or market validation. Whatever it’s called it can be both beautiful or
futile, depending on how it’s done.

When you have a business idea you’ll be excited. It’s also often something close to your heart. Because
of this it’s hard to listen to anything other than cheerleading for your concept.

Whatever nice thing you want to hear, you’ll find someone to say it. Just ask:

• your family
• your encouraging friends
• your subordinates
• your dog

They’ll all say things like “awesome, that’ll work, what a great idea”. Truth is, it doesn’t much matter
what they think (apart from the fact that their support is nice). I had no lack of people saying “What a
great idea, that’ll be helpful, that’ll work”. Who were these people? Not tradesmen in the main!
From this post on VentureBlog: (Paul Graham paraphrased)

‘…to “build something you want” is to build something you know others will want. This is
harder. It is a unique but powerful skill to have what I’d call “product empathy.” It
requires a lot of listening and a lot of luck. Happening upon the right product idea for
other people is even harder than happening upon the right product idea for yourself.’

Two things i’d recommend when seeking market validation:
1. Stalk your target market; ask if they’d find value and benefit in your product/service.
2. Listen for comments like “I’d pay for that” more closely than “What a great

idea”. The difference between the two comments is your mandate.

Seek encouragement in the right place, because in business the foundation encouragement has to
be payment for a valued benefit.
Also, don’t get totally obsessed with market research. It’ll be easier to get feedback when you’re up
and going. That’s why a basic version 1 followed by flexible iteration is often recommended.
On that theme, here’s more from VentreBlog’s post quoting Paul Graham:

‘I can’t think of a single startup in which I’ve invested or advised that ultimately built the
exact product that the founders had originally envisioned. Startups are necessarily fluid
and agile. It is what gives them a chance of succeeding despite the long odds and giant
competitors.’

Further reading:
http://www.paulgraham.com/newthings.html

http://www.ventureblog.com/articles/2008/01/entrepreneurial_success_according_to_paul_graham_and_madelin.php
http://www.ventureblog.com/
http://www.ventureblog.com/articles/2008/01/entrepreneurial_success_according_to_paul_graham_and_madelin.php
http://paulgraham.com/
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